151st LOGISTICS READINESS SQUADRON

LINEAGE
STATIONS
ASSIGNMENTS
COMMANDERS
Maj Julie A. Anderson
LTC Arlo J. Stewart
HONORS
Service Streamers
Campaign Streamers
Armed Forces Expeditionary Streamers
Decorations
EMBLEM
On a disc Azure, a Kokopelli facing dexter Or, eyed of the first, grasping with both hands a flute
Light Blue, surmounting a lightning bolt emerging from sinister chief and arcing to dexter base
Gules, to dexter a flame of the same, detailed of the second, all within a narrow border Black.
Attached above the disc, a Light Blue scroll edged with a narrow Black border and inscribed
“EXCELLENCE IN SERVICE” in Black letters. Attached below the disc, a Light Blue scroll
edged with a narrow Black border and inscribed “151 LRS” in Black letters. Ultramarine blue and
Air Force yellow are the Air Force colors. Blue alludes to the sky, the primary theater of Air Force
operations. Yellow refers to the sun and the excellence required of Air Force personnel. The
Kokopelli, a Native American mythological character, represents the heritage and traditions of the

people assigned to the unit. The lightning bolt is symbolic to the mission of logistics support. The
flame symbolizes dedication and passion for excellence of the unit’s personnel.
MOTTO
Excellence In Service
NICKNAME
OPERATIONS
The unit’s mission is to provide supplies, equipment, fuel, transportation, vehicle maintenance,
contracting and logistical support to the 151st Air Refueling Wing and to four associate units. As
of September 1, 2003 the Logistics Squadron went through a reorganization aligning under the
151st Mission Support Group as the Logistics Readiness Squadron. With this reorganization
contracting falls under the Mission Support Group as a separate section and logistics plans is now
part of the Logistics Readiness Squadron. The new Logistics Readiness Squadron is structured into
four major areas: fuel, supply, vehicle management and readiness/logistics plans.
Transportation operates and maintains 109 registered vehicles and 11 non-registered vehicles.
Keeping the vehicle in at operational rate of 96.2% this year has been one of the accomplishments
for the crew of 8 fulltime technicians and 9 traditional Guard members. The Vehicle Operations
Section was tasked with over 856 vehicle dispatches this year. Traffic Management office
purchased 1,415 airline tickets for passengers at a value of over $903,000. The unit completed
3,326 total shipments in the movement of cargo.
Logistics Plans plays an integral part in deploying and redeploying all personnel and cargo for the
151st ARW. During this fiscal year the unit deployed 519 personnel and 67 short tons of cargo to
various locations including Nevada, Geilenkirchen, Incirlik, Azores, Romania and Maine. These
deployments supported Red Flag, Operation Noble Eagle, Operation Enduring Freedom, Operation
Iraqi Freedom, and various Air Expeditionary Forces Missions.
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